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2019 Chairman’s Report – May 2019 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

 

Hello again fellow EMRIG’ers 

I hope this newsletter finds you all well. 

As you all know, on the 27th of last month, we gathered at the club from 12h00 to do some much-needed 

maintenance and cleaning. I must say a sincere thank you to everyone who attended on the day and helped 

in any way possible. One of the requests was for folks to bring brushes like those their partners use to apply 

make-up, in order to dust off buildings, roads, scenery and the like. It was quite shocking to see the amount 

of dust coming off as cleaning was done. 

Unfortunately, activities like changing fluorescent tubes and putting labels on each module were not done, 

however, the space certainly looked better.  And, as someone put it, it smelled much better afterwards! 

This month, there will not be a maintenance day, as we will once again be hosting our Swap Meet on the 

25th. So, we still need all your hands on-deck. Traditionally, this swap meet will be a bit smaller than January, 

but, none the less, many traders and buyers will be in attendance. So please, when the call goes out, please 

come down and lend a helping hand. 

Next month, on the 22nd, will be our next club workshop get-together, and John Burkhardt has promised to 
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do a clinic on soldering, solder guns, tip cleaning etc. There will also be something else to fill up the two 

hours or so, so please, mark the date in your calendar. 

 

Lastly, I need to discuss club rules a bit. 

I believe there have been some issues with club rules not being followed, and this creating tension and 

arguments in some cases. 

Let me digress slightly. I am sure many, if not most of you, are at your wits end with the driving habits of 

some road-users on our roads. Not wanting to bring politics in, I could also use that as an example, but will 

for now stick with the driving scenario… 

Over the years, rules and laws have been created for drivers, to not only make getting through traffic safer, 

but also as quickly as possible without causing too much inconvenience to fellow road users and ourselves. 

As soon as other road-users start driving through red robots, stopping in the middle of the road, ignoring 

traffic signs, etcetera, we start to lose our composure.  Laws and rules are there for a reason, and are mainly 

to make our lives easier and peaceful. 

The same then applies to our club rules. When we disregard the rules currently in place, other members 

either question the actions or start doing the same thing. Invariably, this starts impacting on the other 

members, and the issues start. 

Now, the question needs asking, are there issues with the rules? Is there a reason some of us do something 

differently on the layout, and does it actually benefit or detract from the experience of the club and its 

members? If so, please discuss it with the club Committee and let’s review the rules if need be. Perhaps it 

may be a good idea to change some of them slightly, or maybe not! 

Are there any modifications we could perhaps make to the layout to overcome any issues? Again, either 

approach the committee or drop us an email. 

Folks, the last thing we want to do is upset Rule-abiding members, who then inevitably leave our wonderful 

club. So be it, some of you may say. The issue here is that, firstly, and more importantly, numbers make our 

club strong, and secondly, financially, we will always be in a good financial position for anything that may 

come our way. 

All clubs always have issues, not just EMRIG, but if we can follow the rules, it arguably makes life fantastic 

for all its members. And I need to add that EMRIG has always had excellent camaraderie amongst its 

members. 

So, in closing, if there are issues with the rules, and these perhaps need to be changed to make life easier 

for everyone, or if changes could be done to the layout to make things better, PLEASE let us know. 

The club rules, of course, are available on the club’s website.  There is also a printed copy on our notice 

board at Northmead Mall. 

See you all on the 25th if not before, and till then, happy railroading. 
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Best regards, 

Glynn 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Training For Newer (and even Older!!!) Members (on how to operate the EMRIG layout!)  

Most (but unfortunately not all) of the newer members who have joined EMRIG over the past couple of 

years attended one of the two training sessions held on Saturday mornings last month.  The sessions were 

led by Jimmy Mattushek, and were extremely comprehensive in explaining what to do and what NOT to do 

when running trains on our layout. 

 

 

1
st

 Training session underway 
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2
nd

 Training session underway 

I was present during the second of the sessions, and was really impressed by the detail and thoroughness 

of Jimmy’s presentation. 

Those of the newer members who did not, for whatever reason, get to attend either of the sessions, should 

please make a particular effort to ensure that they are well acquainted with the rules and etiquette of run-

ning trains on our layout.  It’s not possible for anyone to (safely!) run more than two trains on the layout at 

the same time.  Even two is pushing it, unless you are very experienced (and VERY careful!). If you have 

more than two trains set up on the layout, then you are taking up some of the (limited!) storage space on 

the tracks that other members might be wanting or needing to use, thus blocking lines, clogging up sta-

tions, and causing unnecessary frustration.  If you want to be running all of your various trains during a ses-

sion, please limit this to a maximum of two trains on the layout at any particular time, and take those trains 

off before you start setting others up, thus showing consideration to the other members present.       

Our detailed Procedure for operating trains at EMRIG is available on the club website, and there is also a 

printed copy posted up on the notice board at the club, if anyone is unsure and needs to refer to them.     

But in any case – remember that the basic principle is…. “if you’re not SURE (how something works, or 

how to do something), then ASK someone who knows!!!  Don’t just assume, or fiddle, and possibly end 

up damaging the layout…  Pretty please!  

Club Communications Media (our regular monthly reminder) 

These are our newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who have requested such, are emailed a 

copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also housed in the club library.      

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, send Niel a message 

at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something important that you need to be notified about.   

 

My Operations Adventures: - Operations Updates 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Editor’s Note: Yet again Glynn has had a really hectic month, work-wise, involving lots of travel!  We know 

that he has another article for us up his sleeve (he alluded to it in his chairman’s report a couple of months 

back), but he just has again not had the opportunity to put pen to paper (or fingers to keyboard!) – it’s all I 

can do to coerce a Chairman’s Report out of him these days!… But as a newsletter editor I have to live in 

hope… so I trust it WILL happen just as soon as he gets a chance!... 

 

  Silent Once More!! 

By John Burkhardt 

 

Editor’s Note: John B has been a very consistent contributor with his series here for a long time… But now 

he too seems to have run out of suitable projects and topics for articles…  Anyone got any suggestions for 

him?  Or any new and interesting projects that he can tackle???  We look forward to hearing from John 

again in due course, when his muse returns…. And hopefully we won’t have to wait too long!...  

 

MY VERY FIRST AMERICAN LOCO 

By Terrence Marx 

Editor’s Note:  Terrence is currently studying part time (as well as holding down his regular day job), which 

was the primary reason that he stood down as club Chairman at the end of last year, knowing that he would 

have to put ALL of his effort and ALL of his available time into his studies this year!  Despite this protestation, 

he has been the most prolific contributor to the newsletter so far this year (for which I am most grateful!!!)… 

I remember back a few years to when I was studying, and how I would look for any excuse to get away from 

my books and spend time on diversionary activities….  I wonder if that’s how Terrence is feeling about his 

studies too at the moment???... (any excuse to get away from them!)    
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I was rummaging through my collection of trains a few weeks ago, looking for a GP30 that I regularly 

misplace, when I came across two locos jammed tightly into a box of freight cars. On closer inspection, I 

discovered they were a pair of Athearn SD45s in SP colours, road number SP8803. I was about to put them 

aside when it struck me just how important these two locos are. The memories of how I got them came 

flooding back. 

 

They were the very first American locos I purchased from “Overseas” way back in 1987. I was training at 

Justice College for 6 months and I recall the day I walked into a Standard Bank in Pretoria and asked about 

the procedure for getting foreign drafts. Back in those days there was no Internet, and credit cards were not 

something I had or had ever used before. I was still too young for them. 

I didn’t exactly know what I wanted to order, or from where, but order I was going to. The guy told me the 

procedure and off I went that afternoon to page through the latest edition of Model Railroader that I had 

bought from the CNA right next door to the bank (maybe the reason why I went to the bank in the first 

place??). I spent the next few days paging through the magazine and eventually settled on ordering from 

Trainworld in New York, a shop I still buy from today. 293 Sunrise Highway, Brooklyn, New York. I still know 

that address out of my head. 

I told the bank how big a draft I wanted and I knew I had to work inside that budget. I also had to leave a 

fairly decent amount for postage. I didn’t want to order too much, as this was a fairly new experience and I 

wanted to learn the ropes with this transaction. Deciding what I wanted to buy was an extremely difficult 

experience. 

Back in those days the Trainworld advert was 4 pages and not a colour picture anywhere. Athearn’s advert 

was normally at the bottom left of page 3, the first two pages devoted to large scale trains (which I never 

looked at) and the last two were HO scale trains.  The Athearn advert was just writing: loco type, powered 

price, dummy price.  
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Roadnames weren’t given – that was left up 

to you. A lot of the loco types were also 

foreign to me back then; the alpha-numeric 

descriptions, such SDP40/SW1500 may as 

well have been Greek. I figured they believed 

that Athearn was for “serious” modellers, 

and “serious” modellers would know what 

they were doing!  I had a lot of homework 

ahead of me. Still, buying blind did have a 

nice, if scary, ring to it. 

So I sat there and looked at the advert, 

making lists of locos that I wanted to buy: if I 

take two of these, then I can get two of those. 

Or, wait, if I take two of those, then I can also 

include two of those AND one of those. It 

was a terrible, but nice, experience, and 

nothing has changed. Even today, with my 

massive fleet, I still go through the same 

mental anguish. 

How I came to pick the SD45s I still don’t 

know; they were in the middle of the price 

range of the adverts. I think the DD40s and 

SD40-2s were more expensive, but anyway I picked them. The road name was also a total shot in the dark: 

I’m sure the film “Southern Pacific” – a 1950s film set on a tropical island in the South Pacific had something 

to do with it. Anyway, the two seem connected in my mind, so I assume there was a connection back then. 

That was the beginning of a life-long relationship with the EsPee.  

By the way, the Rand was in pretty good shape back then – R1.50 to the Dollar.  Read that and weep! 

I finally had a combination all set up: 2 Model Power RS3s in Santa Fe were the other two locos. I had no 

idea what they were, but I wanted them. 

So, the foreign money order was obtained, the letter drafted, and off they went to New York. A few weeks 

later the invoice arrived – Trainworld used an envelope that had a blue Daylight GS4 on it and over this was 

scrawled my name and address in writing I could hardly make out (I did once have a package sent back 

because the GPO couldn’t make out to whom it was addressed, but that is another story). I eagerly watched 

the post for the postage slip and finally, 7 weeks later, there it was. I had to collect the package at Church 

Square post office in the big hall at the back of the main building.  I dutifully presented my slip and ID and 

then the guy behind the counter said: “R13-50”. That was a lot of money back then… 

I had no idea that I had to pay import duties on these damn things, so I left to come back the next day to 

collect them.  

It was the longest 24 hours of my life.  
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I finally got my package and went home. The walk from Church Square to the Sunnyside Holiday Inn (I 

stayed across the road) took forever. I made up for lost time as it took me about 3 seconds to get the box 

open and there were the two Athearn blue boxes and two Model Power window boxes with the RS3s in 

them. The RS3s were in red and silver Warbonnet, a totally unprototypical fantasy scheme. Santa Fe RS3s 

are actually in the blue freight scheme.  

 

 

There is something about opening a blue box for the first time: the locos lie with their long handrails under 

the thin sponge and 3D construction drawing. One end is wedged by a long sponge (usually the high hood 

side) while the other end has a small sponge over the cab number boards and the obligatory yellow packet 

with the bits and pieces in it. The sponges are dark grey and squared off and have a unique, new smell to 

them that hits you when you open the box.  
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The box art has changed over the years, but the contents were always the same and evoke the same 

feelings (the one pictured above is the old type – the one below is the last type).  

 

The yellow packet, I learned later, contained the headlights (5 on a sprue – you needed 2 in each end), two 

horn-hook couplers and coupler clip-on plates, the front and rear handrails and short and long stanchions.  

The one below is for an F7 set. 
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I had been home to Klerksdorp prior to the locos arriving and had brought back some track, 10 pieces of 

Lima 18” radius curves and points to play with - enough track for a small oval. Happily I placed the powered 

loco on a straight and cracked the throttle. 

Oh dear… 

The loco trucks dutifully jumped the rails around the first curve! 

Athearn 3 axle locos don’t like Lima 18” radius curves. And neither do they like the points (which are 

sharper than the Peco small, about number 3 if I have to guess). The dummy was even worse; the RP25 

flanges on the plastic wheels needed no excuse to derail and did so often, even on the generous curves I 

use today, which is still a problem. Once the locos had their horn hook couplers on, I found that Lima curves 

would cause the locos to lift off the track as a result of the overhang of the body-mounted couplers. This 

despite the fact that I was by then using the large radius Lima curves. 

I was in hell.  

New locos for a layout they couldn’t run on.  

Anyway, it wasn’t all a loss, the RS3s were quite capable of going around the curves; they were of a very 

poor quality and made in Yugoslavia so they were used to European-style curves. I eventually sent those to 

my nephew as a present. 

It took me a while to come to grips with the Athearn products but eventually I did. I was amazed at their 

pickup and pulling power. I was equally amazed that the headlights went into the holes from the front and 

not the back. It took me about a week to figure that out. It was a terrible learning process, trying to squeeze 

the pesky things into a tiny hole in the tiniest of spaces at the back and then spending the next 20 minutes 

looking for them on the floor when they pinged out of the tweezers’ grip.  
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As a result of these new locos, the old layout was 

torn down, because all the curves were stock-

standard Lima, and the Lima points were 

relegated to off-main service and eventually the 

trash because they were steel track.  

I had learnt that EsPee locos were never clean. I 

dutifully weathered my pair and added extra 

details such as KDs, plows, powered trucks, 

lettering and MU hoses. This was the beginning 

of a life-long love affair with the EsPee and west 

coast American trains in particular. 

Since then I’ve bought a stack of Athearn blue 

box locos, upgraded to the Genesis line and even 

dabbled in brass for a while.  

If my house was on fire and I had to pick a loco 

to save, then the SD45s would probably be the 

ones I would grab because of the history and 

sentimental value they have for me.  

Since then I have joined many clubs and met many people and made many good memories; and it all 

started with one loco. I would still like to put a decoder in that loco and run it at the club, just for those 

memories that it brings back…  

 

WHAT CAUSES THE “BLACK GUNK” ON OUR TRACK AND 
WHEELS? 

Introduction and article submission by Jimmy Mattushek 
 

 
Over time at the club I have become accustomed to continuously cleaning track and wheels. Always 
thinking that there must be a solution to this, I have spoken to some members who have their own layouts, 
on how they go about keeping everything clean and working. There were a number of ways of doing this, 
some of them conflicting and some agreed. I have also read a number of articles on the different takes on 
this, on various club chat rooms and in magazines. 
 
At our club I have had a problem with continuously cleaning wheels, running the track cleaner caboose and 
the good old cleaning pad, Peco. Others also have had jittery loco’s with wheels continuously being cleaned 
for the loco to work properly.  
 
After reading the article below, I decided to give the graphite pencil a go. I just gave the track a single swipe 
at about 300mm centres, i.e. every 300mm I swiped the track and left a gap, as suggested by others. My 
loco didn’t stutter once and I didn’t clean the wheels once. Another member tried the graphite pencil, and 
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his locos which are also prone to jittering, also went much smoother.  So the conclusion is that it works. It 
also seems to be the consensus by many overseas clubs that they only apply the graphite about once in 
every 3 months. If they have to use a cleaning pad, they use the “Peco” cleaning pad or similar. Graphite 
pencils are available from your local arts and crafts shop such as the PNA. 
 
The article below was published in the MRH May edition and is written by Joe Fugate, who is a very 
experienced modeller and author of many train-related articles and books… 
 
 
 
Several years back, a model railroader submitted dirty track for an in-depth chemical analysis of 
this “black gunk” and reported the results on the MRH forum [mrhmag.com/node/3229]. 
 
Bottom line, this black gunk is mostly metal oxides formed from micro arcing between the wheels 
and the rail. This contact point is quite small, as you can see in the drawing below. 
 
Essentially, the electricity flowing at this tiny contact point triggers a chemical reaction in the 
wheels and rails. The electrical current in effect “explodes off” metal alloy molecules from the 
wheels and rails. It oxidizes these metal molecules, forming a fine dark grey powder. So the key to 
slowing down the build-up of metal oxide is to inhibit the micro arcing. 
 
1. The electrical contact between wheels & rail is on the inside rail head and is quite small. 

 
 
 
If you know something about the history of electric motors, you will know they first tried copper 
motor brushes, but they arced badly and burnt out quickly. The solution was to use graphite 
because it inhibits arcing at the contact point! Those who remember the old generators fitted to 
motor vehicles, graphite grease was often applied to the brushes.  Interesting... 
 
Further discussion with a chemist, who also understood electrical contact cleaning such as in relays 
and switches, put me on to the concept of Polar versus Non-polar solvents. Once I delved into polar 
vs nonpolar solvents, something very interesting emerged. 
 
Molecularly speaking, you can use what’s called the substance’s dielectric constant to derive its 
molecular polarity. The chemist told me that non-polar solvents work best to both clean electrical 
contacts and to protect them by inhibiting micro arcing. Apparently, polar solvent molecules get 
trapped in micropits of the metal surface, leaving an “electron charged” microscopic residue. This 
electron-charged polar residue encourages micro arcing in the presence of an electrical current, 
quickly forming new metal oxides on the metal surfaces in electrical contact. But non-polar 
solvents do the reverse. They actually “protect” the metal surfaces from forming new oxides 
because they inhibit micro arcing. 
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2. Polar, semi-polar, and non-polar solvents. 
 

Material  Dielectric Constant  

Rosene             1.80  

WD contact cleaner            1.90  

CRC contact cleaner & 
protectant 

           2.00  

DeoxIT D             2.00  

Gasoline             2.00  

Neverstall             2.00  

Diesel             2.10  

Mineral spirits             2.10  

Wahl clipper oil             2.10  

Turpentine             2.20  

Carbon tetrachloride             2.20  

WD (regular)             2.40  

Graphite (microscopic thin 
layer)  

1.8 - 3.0 

CRC              4.40  

Automatic transmission fluid             4.80  

Railzip             4.80  

Bachmann track cleaner             4.80  

Butyl acetate             5.10  

Butyl cellosolve             5.30  

Ethyl acetate             6.00  

Graphite (thick layer)   10.0 - 15.0  

Isopropyl alcohol (IPA)           18.00  

Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK)           18.90  

CRC QD contact cleaner           20.00  

Lucas contact cleaner           20.00  

Acetone           20.70  

Vinegar           24.00  

Ethyl alcohol (e.g. vodka, wine)           25.00  

Ammonia solution           31.60  

Propylene glycol           32.00  

Lacquer thinner           33.60  

Glycerine           47.00  

Hydrogen peroxide           80.00  

Water           80.40  
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Non-polar   

Semi-polar   

Polar   

 
In the chart there is a list of the dielectric constant for a number of solvents, contact cleaners, track 
cleaners, and the like. To make this chart, I assume a dielectric constant of 3.0 or less constitutes a 
non-polar solvent for our purposes. I assume a dielectric constant of 10.0 or more means the 
solvent is polar. Anything in between is semi-polar. Best solvents for track cleaning are the non-
polar ones. The worst ones for track cleaning are the polar solvents! How many of us have used IPA, 
lacquer thinner, or acetone for track cleaning? Bad, bad! 
 
Also notice the “wonder cures” for dirty track are all non-polar! Ah-hah! The other thing I notice is 
not all electrical contact cleaners are created the same. CRC Contact Cleaner and Protectorant (do 
their chemists know something here? – sure sounds like it) is CRC’s lowest dielectric constant non-
polar product! While CRC 2-26 is often recommended on modelling forums for cleaning, it’s 
actually semi-polar. It’s far better than IPA or the like, but the CRC Contact Cleaner and 
Protectorant is better still. Notice, CRC QD Contact Cleaner is actually worse than IPA. 
 
Notice some model railroad track cleaners have lower dielectric constants as well. They’re on the 
right track, no pun intended! From this list you can see kerosene, WD-40 Contact Cleaner, CRC 
Contact Cleaner and Protectorant, Deoxit D5, Neverstall, and mineral spirits are all excellent 
solvents to use for cleaning track and wheels Solvents to avoid include: isopropyl alcohol, MEK, 
acetone, and lacquer thinner. 
 
What about graphite? 
 
Per the polar/non-polar chart, graphite is a very interesting substance. Microscopically thin layers 
of graphite are actually very non-polar and greatly inhibit micro arcing. But thicker layers of 
graphite get increasingly polar. The “layers don’t bond” nature of graphite is what makes it work so 
well to counter friction. The layers of graphite freely slide right over each other. But these extra 
natural layers also dramatically increase graphite’s dielectric constant. 
 
3. Applying graphite to the inner railhead. 
 
 

When applying graphite to your track to help keep the rails from 
micro arcing, more graphite is not better!  In fact, what I tell 
people is one quick swipe on the inside railhead is all you need [3]. 
You don’t want to see it. If you can see the graphite, then you have 
applied way too much! Just one quick swipe with moderate 
pressure is plenty. 
 

At this point, I think these non-polar versus polar solvents findings suggest a clear direction for 
better track and wheel cleaning, and how to reduce the amount of re-cleaning needed by inhibiting 
the build-up of fresh black gunk on the wheels and railhead. 
 
It appears you want to clean your track (and wheels) with a non-polar solvent and then treat the 
inside railhead with graphite to further reduce your frequency of cleanings. That’s about as good as 
it gets!  
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Crossword Test : Glossary of Railroad Terminology & Jargon 

Editor’s Note: Last month we published a Glossary of Railroad Terminology and Jargon as used by the BNSF 

Railway. In a footnote at the end of the Glossary, I promised that there would be a TEST to see just how 

much of the information you had taken onboard  .  Well here it is…. My suggestion is that you do a “copy 

and paste” exercise, and print off this crossword page, and then you can fill it in…  Good luck!! (It’s actually 

very simple!  Try it!!) (Of course you could always cheat, and refer back to last month’s newsletter…. ;-))  
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Across 

3. Track extending out from a main track, 

usually serving customers 

8. Document covering a shipment, showing 

forwarding and receiving stations, de-

scription of comodity being transported, 

etc 

9. Freightcar with a floor but no housing or 

body above 

10. Locomotive (not under power) hauled by 

another 

13. Facility used for transferring shipments 

from truck to rail or vice versa 

15. Movement of freight cars between two 

close locations, usually within a yard 

16. Burlington .............. Santa Fe 

18. Two words - container stacked on top of 

another on a flatcar 

21. When rolling stock leaves the rail tracks 

23. Freight train handling the switching out-

side the jurisdiction of a yard switcher 

24. Rail transportation mode for trailers or 

containers transported by ship, rail and 

truck 

25. Transportation of a highway trailer on a 

railroad flatcar 

27. Type of enclosed freightcar for freight 

that must be protected from the weather 

28. Company receiving the shipment at desti-

nation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Down 

1. Freightcar with its floor sloping to one or 

more doors designed for unloading the 

contents using gravity 

2. System of tracks within defined local 

boundaries, for the making up of trains 

and storage of railcars 

4. Maintenance Of Way 

5. Type of flat freightcar with permanent or 

removable endpieces eg for loading logs 

6. Freightcar with sides but no roof 

7. Stone or gravel placed in a roadbed to 

provide a sturdy surface for the track and 

improve drainage 

11. Grouping of railcars in a yard in accord-

ance with train movement requirements 

12. Person who drives the train 

13. Side track on which railcars are placed for 

public use in loading or unloading freight 

14. Lifting equipment to load containers onto 

trains from the side rather than overhead 

17. Degree of inclination of a railway track or 

slope 

18. Station or yard where rail movement ter-

minates 

19. Limiting dimensions of a rail shipment, 

allowing it to pass through tunnels and 

under bridges 

20. Weight of clean, empty (unloaded) 

equipment 

22. Track adjacent to a main or secondary 

track for meeting or passing of trains 

26. Type of freight train moving great ton-

nages of a single bulk product 
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Kobus Pelser once again…. (Dankie, Kobus!!!!) 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 
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 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November … same story… 

 2018 December … same story….  

 2019 January to date…  …still nothing has changed    … and THEN………..!!!! 

 2019 May….  Kobus Pelser is writing a multi-part series for us about Waterval Onder 

and its interesting railway – Dankie Kobus!! 

Waterval Onder 

 
View of Waterval Onder looking east 

There was a time, over 100 years ago now, when sleepy little Waterval Onder was very different - much 
busier, much noisier and very much more important than it is today. So important, in fact, that it was the 
last seat of the government of the South African Republic (ZAR) and the last South African home of 
President Paul Kruger. 

However, to get to that point, one has to go back in time some 132 years to understand how some of these 
interesting historical events came about. Back in 1887, a very important company for South Africans was 
established – the Nederlandsche Zuid Afrikaansche Spoorweg Maatschappy (NZASM). This company 
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constructed the railway line from Delagoa Bay (modern day Maputo) to Pretoria, a distance of over 473 km., 
in just six years – overcoming difficult terrain, disease and wild animals in the process. President Kruger 
himself put the last bolt in place during the opening ceremony in November 1894 at Wilgerivier – little 
knowing how important the railway would become to him personally just another six short years ahead in 
the future. 

Waterval Onder is a tiny hamlet on the fringe of the N4 toll route, at the foot of the Elandsberg and the 

gateway to the Lowveld. These days, nothing much happens in Waterval Onder – and that’s pretty much 

just the way the handful of local residents like it. But, it wasn’t always that way.  

Waterval Onder, meaning below the waterfall, aptly describes this village situation at the base of the Elands 

River Waterfall, which plunges 90 meters down the escarpment to the lowveld. Along with Waterval Boven, 

the town situated above the waterfall and equally aptly named, the towns were settled in 1895 due to the 

building of the Eastern Line Railway from Delagoa Bay to Pretoria. 

The NZASM (also sometimes called ZASM in South Africa) was based in Amsterdam and Pretoria, and 

operated in the South African Republic (ZAR) during the late 19th century. At the request of ZAR president 

Paul Kruger, the NZASM constructed a railway line between Pretoria and Lourenço Marques in what was 

then known as Portuguese East Africa (now Mozambique). 

The relationship between the British and the Boers was strained throughout the late 19th century, 

especially as a result of the First Boer War of 1880–1881. Both Boer republics were located in the interior of 

what is now the Republic of South Africa, with no route to the coast that did not pass through the British-

held Cape Colony and Colony of Natal. President Paul Kruger decided that an alternative trade route to the 

ocean was a priority for the ZAR.  

The Witwatersrand Gold Rush after 1886 resulted in the rapid industrialization of the ZAR, making access to 

the ocean even more important. The sudden cash-flush forced the republic to invest in large-scale 

infrastructure projects. 

As time went by, the 

Portuguese line from Delagoa 

Bay through Mozambique 

had already reached the 

border on 14 December 1887, 

but the first train from 

Delagoa Bay only entered 

Komatipoort on 1 July 1891, 

when the NZASM's 

contractors completed the 

bridge across the Komati 

River. The line from 

Komatipoort to Nelspruit was 

completed by 20 June 1892. 

Waterval Boven was reached on 20 June 1894 and Balmoral, near Witbank, on 20 October 1894, connecting 

with the line which had simultaneously been built eastwards from Pretoria.  
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The construction of the railway line from Delagoa Bay to Pretoria encountered many difficulties, both in 

terms of disease and engineering. In the Elandspruit Valley, where the river formed the 90 m waterfall, the 

adjacent cliffs presented a natural barrier to the continuation of the railway from the Eastern Transvaal 

Lowveld up to the Transvaal Highveld. 

While the express purpose for the formation of the NZASM in 1887 was to build this line, there were delays 

on the Portuguese side of the border. The McMurdo's concession had first to be cancelled and the 

Portuguese Government take over the contract before progress was made. When built, this section 

provided for the transportation of the required materials from the harbour to the ZAR. 

The Eastern line was divided into twelve sections and each contract was awarded separately. The NZASM 

were hesitant to engage local firms for the difficult first section. Both for ensuring that the job gets done 

and for Dutch prestige, a home company was appointed. It was Van Hattum & Co., of proven ability, having 

done work in Argentina and on the Panama Canal. They were appointed to construct four sections from the 

Portuguese East Africa (Mozambique) border, a distance of some 100km. 

Clark & Wirth were engaged to do the earthworks of some 3km from the border to the Komati River. In that 

time the foreign workers started arriving. The climate and disease were their natural enemies! Malaria 

claimed many lives among the construction crews and many were to die of fever or accidents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cemetery at Waterval Onder 

With the completion of the Southern Line, materials could more readily be transported and work could 

commence on the western section simultaneously with that in the east. Warren & Royce undertook the 

challenging task of constructing the bridges, tunnel and rack-rail section between Waterval Onder and 

Waterval Boven. 

In terms of construction, the climb up the escarpment was arguably the most difficult section to be 

encountered by the railway builders on the route. When the line reached Waterval Onder, they had a choice 

between a lengthy detour with sharp curves and costly deep cuttings and embankments to comply with the 

agreed-upon gradient of 1 in 50 or 2%, or a shorter 7.2 km section which would entail a gradient of 1 in 20 

or 5% over a distance of 3.4 kilometers in one place, as well as a 213m tunnel. 

The shorter and steeper route was selected. While a gradient of 1 in 20 or 5% is not insurmountable by light 

trains with orthodox adhesion locomotives, safety and economic considerations led to the decision to install 
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a rack track on the section up the escarpment between Waterval Onder and Waterval Boven. The rack track 

was built to the Riggenbach system which was in use on European mountain railways, with the rack laid 

between the rails. The line, also known as the Oosterlijn (East Line) from Pretoria to Lourenço Marques had 

a total length of 562 kilometres, of which 472 kilometres formed part of the Oosterlijn. 

  

Rack rail in between the tracks 

 

Map of Waterval Onder rail system 

This rail link between Pretoria and the Indian Ocean would play a vital role in the coming years as the 
country grew and developed - with towns sprouting like weeds along the route. Waterval Onder station 
became an important staging point at the end of the Lowveld section of the line before a relatively short 
but steep and serpentine section breached the Elandsberg via the NZASM tunnel that flanks the Elands 
River falls, before emerging out into the Highveld at Waterval Boven. 

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiBnunG6OrgAhVGXRoKHUFoBFEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1XWci4raoA&psig=AOvVaw3lO5y4gqmKB0erxZrSlDGA&ust=1551868774997218
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Station platform - Waterval Onder 

Waterval Onder was, at that time, also still a staging point on the old coach road to the Lowveld and on to 
the goldfields in such places as Barberton and Pilgrim’s Rest. It was a place where dusty and road-weary 
travellers could rest up before continuing, and, as such, grew to incorporate many houses, stores, a hotel 
and, in later years, a military garrison and a hospital. During the second Anglo-Boer war (1899-1902), 
Waterval Onder flourished and the vital importance of the rail link to the sea and the outside world for the 
beleaguered and now virtually land-locked South African Republic became apparent. 

   

                  First hotel in Waterval Onder                                 Menu from the old Wayside Inn at Waterval Onder 

As the course of the second Boer war slowly turned against the Boer forces, the Republican government, 
still headed by Kruger, realized that there was little choice but to leave Pretoria and stay one step ahead of 
the advancing British armies. President Kruger’s train subsequently left Pretoria on 29 May 1900 and the 
seat of the ZAR government moved to Machadodorp. The train was not to remain long in Machadodorp 
however, for the then 74-year-old Oom Paul found the Highveld too cold.  

The train was moved further down the line and into the sheltered Elands Valley and the Waterval Onder 
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station, where it was to remain for the months of July and August 1900. It was here that President Kruger 
said, “I spent the happiest two months that I have known since my departure from Pretoria.”   

                           

              President Kruger's train at Machadodorp.                       President Kruger sitting on the stoep                    

As the President met almost daily with his advisors and military staff, he moved from his waiting train 
carriage into a small house which formed an annex to the adjacent hotel. 

                                                                    

                                                    President Paul Kruger and Government officials at The Krugerhof 

President Kruger sat on the stoop at The Krugerhof, which was his last headquarters at Waterval Onder. The 
last meetings of the ZAR government were held here as Lord Robert’s armies pushed them eastwards along 
the railway. President Paul Kruger resided here in Waterval Onder before he left South Africa via 
Mozambique. His house, named Krugerhof, was later proclaimed a National Monument. 
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President Paul Kruger’s house – The Krugerhof, now a museum 

President Kruger’s railway coach was parked at Waterval Onder station. This coach is now in the Kruger 
Museum in Pretoria. With the deteriorating war situation for the Republic it was necessary for the 
government to withdraw even further east. At Nelspruit it was decided that the president would have to 
leave the country and go to Europe to drum up support for the Boers. He stayed in Delgoa Bay for a few 
weeks and was then picked up by a Dutch war ship, the Gelderland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The coach in the Kruger Museum 
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The five arch bridge 

The sturdy Five-Arch Bridge along the original rail route was declared a national monument in 1963. It was 
constructed of dressed stone cut in Italy. The bridge carried the famous "Eastern Line" or "Oosterlijn" 
railway track across the precipitous gorge of the "Dwaalheuwel Spruit". It opened to rail traffic on 20 June 
1894 and the rack rail ran along the bridge with the 212 metre railway tunnel, on the pleasant 8 kilometre 
drive between the two Waterval towns.   

The bridge was later converted to a road bridge and served as such for many years until the new tunnel was 

constructed next to the NZASM Tunnel and the present N4 road was completed. 

 

Elands Waterfall 

According to NZASM 100 the tunnel was used until 1908 when a new line on the opposite side of the gorge 

became operational. It was opened for road traffic in the 1920s and then again temporarily in the 

early 1970s while the main road tunnel was being built. If you walk up the cutting towards the N4 and look 

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiUofzJxcXhAhUFuRoKHaE7AFEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC71MTF_great-view-elands-river-falls-nzasm-rail-tunnel?guid=50a11d08-b558-4399-bc56-9f2482a7da09&psig=AOvVaw1XPHukOvxPtSPuxAzzZTIK&ust=1554986262848790
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back, you get a wonderful view of the old and new tunnels side by side. 

  

The NZASM Tunnel 1894 and the N4 Tunnel 1970 

The next instalment in this series will deal with the locomotives used on the route….. 

 

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we include here the Key Duty Roster up to the end of the following month for the 

respective newsletter published.  Below is the 2019 Duty Roster till the end of June / mid July 2019. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being in the public domain; however, these are on 

the full duty roster list on the noticeboard at the club, and the copy emailed to duty members, if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make an arrangement to swap with someone. 

  Date Name   Date Name 

   1 Wed 1-5 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 4-5  Jimmy M 2 Wed 8-5 Colin A 

2 Sat 11-5 Terrence M 3 Wed 15-5 Brian D 

3 Sat 18-5 Colin A 4 Wed 22-5 Dave W 

4 Sat 25-5 Brian D 5 Wed 29-5 Jan K 

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjXl9nhycXhAhUsz4UKHXZ4DnwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.theheritageportal.co.za/files/nzasm-tunnel-and-n4-tunnel-warterval-boven-heritage-portal-december-2015jpg&psig=AOvVaw2DSx4tfP3p1N6v5194tL-P&ust=1554986853553970
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1 Sat 1-6 Theuns W 1 Wed 5-6     Kallie vB 

2 Sat 8-6 Johan dV 2 Wed 12-6 Brian D 

3 Sat 15-6 William vdB 3 Wed 19-6 Dave W 

4 Sat 22-6 Glynn C 4 Wed 26-6 Brian D 

5 Sat 29-6 Brian D 1 Wed 3-7 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 6-7 Mark P 2 Wed 10-7 Colin A 

 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets 

(except the one in the bookcase, which is difficult to get at – just turn off the switch), to protect the layout 

equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. Also, PLEASE remember to cover the rain-

affected portions of the layout with the plastic sheeting provided. 

 
      

The complete Key Duty Roster for 2019 was included in the January newsletter (available on the club’s 

website), if anyone needs to refer to it.  There is also a copy posted on the noticeboard at the clubroom. 

 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Wednesday 1st May, PUBLIC HOLIDAY, but EMRIG open at NMM 

 Saturday 4th May, Reefsteamers to Irene 

 Wednesday 8th May, EXTRA PUBLIC HOLIDAY – ELECTIONS 

 Sunday 12th May, Mothers’ Day 

 Wednesday 22nd May, EMRIG Committee Meeting, Northmead 

 Saturday 25th May, EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead 

 Saturday 25th May, Reefsteamers to Heidelberg 

 Saturday 1st June, Reefsteamers to Irene 

 Saturday 15th June, PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria 

 Sunday 16th June, Fathers’ Day 
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 Monday 17th June, PUBLIC HOLIDAY, EMRIG open for train running 

 Saturday 22nd June, EMRIG Layout Workshop 

 Saturday 29th June, Reefsteamers to Heidelberg 

2019 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Past Chairman – position unfilled…. 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Colin Tanner-Tremaine   cttremaine@mweb.co.za 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Name: - Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Bank: -  FNB Northmead Square     Account No: -    625 483 74149     Branch code: - 250 112.  

Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2019 ARE NOW OVERDUE FOR PAYMENT IF NOT YET 
PAID; THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN PAID BEFORE END OF MARCH! 

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2019 ARE THE SAME AS THEY WERE THIS PAST 
COUPLE OF YEARS – THEY ARE STILL : R400,00 FOR ORDINARY MEMBERS, R600,00 
FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP.   

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com

